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BASEL II AND LETTERS OF CREDIT:THE LONG AND WINDING ROAD
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Since the Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision issued
its first Concept Paper about
the new capital adequacy rules
in June 1999, now known as
Basel II, every banker was
anxious to find out how this
would impact them. All
specialists, including letter of
credit specialists, scrutinized
the text with great care to
discover the new rules
applicable to their discipline.

However, the result was
rather poor.

Only a few rules about
credit derivatives touched
upon guarantees and letters of
credit and they lacked the
necessary details to come up
with clear direction.

The aim of this article is not
to describe the detailed
complexities  of Basel II and
Letters of Credit—for this, I
would refer you to previous
and other, more specialised
publications analysing all the
necessary details and “rocket
scientists”-like formulas.
Rather, the main goal is to
inform the LC community of
where we are now and what is
still to come.

The Scope of Basel IIThe Scope of Basel IIThe Scope of Basel IIThe Scope of Basel IIThe Scope of Basel II

In a nutshell, Basel II is
about skipping the “one size
fits all” approach of Basel I
and determining a more
sophisticated way of weighing
the impact of risk taken on a
bank’s balance sheet. Basel II
has three pillars to describe
the scope of its application.

Pillar I defines the minimum
capital requirements for Credit
Risk, Operational Risk, and
Market Risk. The more a bank
can assess its risks in a
comprehensive way, the more
a bank is rewarded by a lower
weighing of those risks on its
balance sheet. This can vary,
for example for Credit Risk
from a “Standardised
Approach” to the very
comprehensive “Advanced
Internal Ratings Based
Approach”. The same applies
for Operational Risks.

Pillar II defines the
principles and instruments for
the Supervisory Review
Process and Pillar III is about
“Market Discipline” and the
disclosure of relevant
information.

To Whom is Basel IITo Whom is Basel IITo Whom is Basel IITo Whom is Basel IITo Whom is Basel II

Applicable?Applicable?Applicable?Applicable?Applicable?

Basel II is only a “good
conduct” charger, not an
obligation. So it might be
likely that from the start, only
larger banks with an
international network and
ability to measure risk in a
comprehensive way will
adhere to these new
requirements. Analysts,
however, expect that in the
end, most banks that
subscribed Basel I will apply
the Basel II rules as well.

In the European Union the
situation is completely
different. The EU Council has
translated the Basel II charter
into the “Capital Adequacy
Directive”, the latest version
(CAD III) being issued in June
2004. This CAD now has to be
finalized, most likely before
the end of 2005.

Nevertheless, many issues
are still unsolved. There are
about 200 “translation
mishaps” between Basel II and
the EU CAD. Moreover, the
full text of the CAD is only
available in German, French,
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and English. Translations in
the other official languages of
the EU (in total, 20!) are still
being completed.

Subsequently, each member
state has to ratify the CAD
individually. For the moment,
the date of 1 January 2007 for

the start of CAD III in the EU
still stands.

CAD III, however, is
applicable for all banking
institutions in the EU as well
as for subsidiaries or branches
of banks originating from
outside the EU. So this
minimizes the competitive
advantage banks located
outside the EU might
otherwise enjoy. Moreover, if
those subsidiaries or branches
are not able to measure their
risks in a comprehensive way,
they will have to apply the
Standardised Approach,
resulting in the least
favourable methods of
calculating capital
requirements.

Local regulators play a very
important role in the
application of the Basel II rules
as well as for the EU CAD.
Particularly with the Internal
Ratings Based methods, banks
must prove to their local
regulators that their methods
of calculation are sophisticated

enough. For some rules of
Basel II or the CAD,  local
regulators of the country
where a bank is based have
the lead; for other rules, each
local regulator of each country
of a subsidiary or branch has
to be convinced. This can mean

that some banks will have to
negotiate with dozens of
regulators. For large
international financial
institutions, this might turn
out to be an important
challenge. Some examples:
Citibank has about 150 local
regulators, HSBC about 80,
and ING about 40. Good luck!

Basel II or CAD is not
applicable to other parties in
the market selling comparable
risks. For example, because
credit insurance companies do
not fall within this scope, they
currently possess an important
competitive advantage.

We know, however, that the
industry of credit insurance
companies is looking at similar
ways of regulating their
business. Therefore, it might
be  that in the future, credit
insurance companies will have
to apply some form of capital
adequacy rules as well. No
doubt, this will be another
long and winding road.

Basel II and Credit RiskBasel II and Credit RiskBasel II and Credit RiskBasel II and Credit RiskBasel II and Credit Risk

on Letters of Crediton Letters of Crediton Letters of Crediton Letters of Crediton Letters of Credit

In Basel II, there is no such
thing as “Trade Finance”.
“Letters of Credit” can be
found under the chapter
“Credit Derivatives”, sub-
heading “Off-Balance
Engagements”, and listing
“Trade Letters of Credit”.

Other instruments like pre-
or post-financing, guarantees,
other collaterals like pledges,
commitments, etc., are to be
found elsewhere in the text as
other on-balance or off-balance
risk, if available at all.
Commodities Finance is
mentioned under the chapter
“Specialised Lending”.

Following the logics of
Basel II, banks have three
options to calculate the risk
weighing for Letters of Credit.

In the Standardised
Approach, the formula is quite
simple:

Exposure x Risk Weight =

RWA (Risk Weighing Asset)

This formula applies for all
risks a bank is taking. This
method is the easiest one, so
the least favourablefor a bank
since the impact of these risks
on the balance sheet is a kind
of “one size fits all”. A Letter
of Credit, for example, will
have almost the same
weighing as an overdraft
facility.

In the Internal Ratings
Based Method, the formulas
are much more complicated.

“[B]anks must prove to their local regulators

that their methods of calculation are

sophisticated enough.”
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Its different components are
described in the box above.

In the Foundation Internal
Ratings Based Method, the
RWA-formula is as follows:

EAD x PD x (LGD x CCF) x M

The problem here lies with
the LGD. In Foundation IRB,
the LGD is set at 45%, but is
somewhat eased by the CCF
(Credit Conversion Factor).

In the Advanced Internal
Ratings Based Method, the
RWA-formula reads:

EAD x PD x LGD x M

The main difference lies
within the LGD. In the
Foundation Method, the LGD
is set at an arbitrary 45%, a
rather high percentage, eased
however by the CCF.

In the Advanced IRB
Method, a bank can use a LGD
figure based on its own
internal ratings and
measurements.

As stated above, this LGD
is the result of a fraction. The
more registered “Exposures at
Default”, the less registered
losses, the smaller the result of
the fraction, the smaller the
LGD, and the smaller the Risk
Weighing Asset.

The industry expects that
larger banks will start in 2007
with the Foundation IRB
method and shift to Advanced
IRB after a transition period,
allowing them to build up
their databases of Exposures at
Default and losses.
Measurements should take
place over a period of 5-7
years to constitute a valid
database. Local regulators,
however, have the final
decision about the methods of
measurement used.

Should a bank stay in
Foundation or the transition
period turns out to be longer
than anticipated, the increased

Internal Ratings Based Method FormulasInternal Ratings Based Method FormulasInternal Ratings Based Method FormulasInternal Ratings Based Method FormulasInternal Ratings Based Method Formulas

PD = Probability of Default Based on the track record of defaults and the number of
counterparties ... Banks are now developing classification
systems for all counterparties resulting in a PD index for each
counterpart ... The PD is not related to a specific product.

EAD = Exposure At Default Total outstanding amount in case of default of a counterparty
... Not product-related

LGD = Loss Given Default Loss incurred after default

EAD

The LGD is product-driven ... For Letters of Credit, most
banks kept records of their losses so far, but not of their
losses in case of a default.

CCF = Credit Conversion Factor Used with IRB Foundation only ... For example, for LCs up to
one year, the CCF is 20%.

M = Effective Maturity For LCs, the remaining maturity ... This is still not 100% clear
and has to be decided by the local regulators ... Some still
talk about 2 years as Effective Maturity for LCs.
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capital requirements would
have an impact on pricing in
the end. This will surely be an
important comparative
disadvantage.

In the end, building up a
comprehensive internal ratings
system could be a very
cumbersome and complicated
process for some smaller
players.

Operational Risks

This article has not
considered Operational Risks
where the building of
assessment systems is the key
for using the most
advantageous method.

In Basel I, Operational Risk
was not covered so the
assessment of Operational
Risks is new to everyone.

The Basel II and EU CAD
rules allow banks to use the
various methods in the range

from “Basic Approach” to
“Advanced Measurement
Approach”, offering many
calculation methods,
sometimes independent from
the product or delivered
service.

The local regulators,
however, always have the last
word. Banks will have to
negotiate with their local
regulators to prove the
effectiveness of their internal
systems to monitor and
register operational defaults.

Again, most larger banks
will start with the
Standardised Method and shift
to the Advanced Measurement
Approach after a transition
period.

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

Implementing Basel II in the
banking industry, including
our discipline of letters of

credit, is still a “Long and
Winding Road”.

Track records are being
built, and if not, will have to
be built up as soon as possible.
Decisions will have to be made
as to which method to be
used. Some smaller banks
might even decide to leave the
documentary trade business.
The sometimes incomplete and
somewhat vague wordings of
the Basel II and EU CAD
regulations still leave room for
misunderstandings and
complicated discussions.

We hope that these will be
clarified or can be submitted
to local regulators for a final
decision, however it is clear
that all players, including
banks, the Basel Committee,
the EU and, local regulators
will have to put forth
considerable effort to make it
all happen. n


